PayFlex Loyalty
PayFlex Loyalty helps retail companies focus on brand
identity on retail sector, increase customer loyalty and
turnover by the help of advantages it offer.

PayFlex Loyalty: a win-win solution
for both companies and their
customers.

www.payflexinnova.com
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A new era in customer satisfaction
Retailers, shopping centres, petrol stations, chain stores and restaurants frequently experience higher revenues
from using gift and discount campaigns. PayFlex Loyalty, built on Innova’s PayFlex platform, allows customers to
receive regular rewards through their cards, thereby increasing a company’s brand image and customer loyalty.

Customers who earn points spend more
The PayFlex Loyalty solution enables customers to earn points in return for their spending. These points can then
be used to purchase products and services from the same stores. As customers are encouraged to spend more
in the stores, companies can increase sales of their major products while also being able to promote secondary
products or additional services and attract customers to their stores.

A flexible and dynamic solution
PayFlex Loyalty has been designed as an end-to-end solution and benefits from Innova’s expertise and experience
with loyalty systems. It is able to take care of all aspects of loyalty reward schemes through the use of a dynamic
point system that can be activated with a range of channels, all of which can be managed online. A flexible
structure makes the system adaptable to the specific solutions required by vertical sectors. Earnings can be
calculated according to predefined criteria including time, customer segmentation or use in specific stores. For
instance, the number of points earned can be varied depending on the store in which the purchase is made.

Extensive management features
PayFlex Loyalty’s web-based reporting interface provides comprehensive reporting functions and the solution
can perform end of day processes automatically which would otherwise be done by cashiers. PayFlex Loyalty
also offers great flexibility through its multi-channel processing system. It can manage store specific campaigns,
promotions and messages and can automatically enter customers into prize draws and lotteries.
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Seasonal campaigns only bring shortterm increases in
revenue, whereas loyalty programmes result in longterm customer commitment and loyalty. The result is a
continuous and steady rise in customer satisfaction and
spending.
PayFlex Loyalty can reward extra points to customers
during speciﬁc campaigns.
Companies using this solution can increase the value of
points earned in stores belonging to partner companies
when they are redeemed in their own stores.

Payflex Loyalty

PayFlex Loyalty
Features
Point Rewarding and Redeeming: Online point rewarding can be defined for direct sale operations or
indirect relational operations. Rewarded points can be redeemed through mobile handset, POS, web portal,
e-shopping, IVR, self service terminal, etc. Also, reward points can be used in cross loyalty, gift card or
discount applications.
Instant Discounts and Gift Cards/Coupons: Instant discounts and gift coupons can be generated during a
shopping operation by processing the predefined rewarding rules. There are user interfaces, which enable the
supervisor to easily change rewarding limits on timely basis or during the campaign period.
Multiple Loyalty Accounts: In case one customer has multiple loyalty
cards under one account, all awarded points can be accumulated under
this account. The usability of each card, which is defined under the
account, can be limited by the user separately.
Family Account: The structure of multiple loyalty cards under one
account, but there is a master loyalty card. Each loyalty operation of any
card is notified to the master loylaty card’s owner.
Points Transferring: The system can enable customers to transfer
points between each other.
Points Purchasing: In case of insufficient points for desired redemption,
the subscriber can purchase loyalty points.
Sub-Loyalty Schemes: PayFlex Loyalty enables merchants and
participating partners to offer their own sub-loyalty schemes to the
customers, which can be combined to master loyalty program and
operated under the full control of central management.
Cross-Loyalty Program: The system enables to integrate with other
company’s loyalty programs such as loyalty point transfer from GSM
account to airline miles program.

Innova IT Solutions, a company with over 12 years of experience in the finance industry, is proud to present its PayFlex
Platform, which brings PayFlex Collection, PayFlex Loyalty, PayFlex Payment and PayFlex Mobile Solutions under the same
roof. Thank to PayFlex’s modular structure a variety of solutions responding to different needs can be offered using the same
infrastructure. The PayFlex platform has already proved its success in 11 countries with 75 different business clients. Over
270 million subscribers use the service to make 4.1 billion trancastions worth some 62 billion dolars every year.
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